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DOSSIER / Q&A

Balinese Sojourn

Why did you decide to move to Bali?

I grew up in Venezuela, where I spent a lot of 
time outdoors, camping and travelling to remote 
areas. So the idea of living close to nature was 
a key part of my formative years. And then for 
my graduate thesis project, I drew inspiration 
from the lifestyle and people of Ubud, whose 
lives seemed to reflect an essence that Thoreau 
writes about in Walden. In particular, I was 
moved by the following passage: ‘I did not need 
to go outdoors to take the air, for the atmosphere 
within had lost none of its freshness … I found 
myself suddenly neighbour to the birds; not by 
having imprisoned one, but having caged myself 
near them.’

How has the move to Bali changed your practice 
as a designer?

Working in Bali has forced me to think out of 
the box and to be more resourceful, while the 
exposure to such a rich culture with deep artistic 
traditions has expanded my design vocabulary 
and skills. To be sure, the lack of infrastructure 
can be a challenge but it’s more than offset by 
a strong sense of local self-sufficiency. Artisans 
here are multi-talented, which only encourages 
further creative experimentation.

As a young designer, I’ve been surprised by the 
readiness of clients to work with me and entrust 
me with a lot of responsibility. For instance, my 
very first project here was to design the interiors 

of Suarga, a boutique hotel in Padang Padang. 
In Europe, this would almost certainly not have 
been the case. 

How has stepping away from mechanised 
fabrication methods and shifting to hand-crafted 
production affected you?

It’s helpful for understanding how we got to 
where we are today. While it can seem frustrating 
at times, a forced return to the basics gives us 
the foundation that we need for our design 
practice. The same applies to understanding the 
production process for everything from furniture 
to architecture.

What have been your most pivotal moments as a 
designer since relocating?  

Working alongside some of my design idols, like 
architect Yew Kuan Cheong, has been inspiring. 
I met him very early on while working on the 
Suarga project and was very lucky to have him 
take me under his wing and introduce me to 
Christina Ong, the owner of the COMO hotels 
group, who then commissioned me to do the 
interiors of one of her hotels here in Ubud.

Both the cultural as well as the natural heritage 
of Indonesia fuel my creative practice on an 
almost-daily basis. There’s so much happening 
in the forests, the rivers, the seas, the skies, the 
streets, the homes, the temples and the daily 
offerings — all of it!
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French designer Maximilian Jencquel has made the plunge and relocated to the idyllic surrounds of 
Bali. Design Anthology spoke to him about his decision to move, how the new location has changed his 
craft and where it’s taking him next in his evolution as a designer.

French designer Maximilian Jencquel relocated to 
tropical Bali to establish his studio, inspired by the 
island’s rich culture with deep artistic traditions



The designer, shown here in a Balinese timber yard, says that 
working with raw materials has encouraged more creative 
experimentation and helped him to evolve as a designer
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